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Greenleaf Book Group. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. The Ultimate How-To Guide
On Brand Storytelling Story logic applied to brandingStoryBranding 2. 0 is an updated edition of
the award-winning, best seller, StoryBranding, : Creating Standout Brands Through the Power of
Story - a ground breaker - a book that has sparked enthusiasm among marketing luminaries, CEOs,
entrepreneurs, and personal branding advocates. Phrases like every brand tells a story, or great
brands tell great stories, will always get heads nodding during keynote speeches or Ted talks, says
author Jim Signorelli, but few people really know what those phrases really mean. He adds, ask
anyone what a story really is, and youll get a hundred answers. Furthermore, ask what a good story
and a strong brand have in common and you liable to get lost in the weeds. Jim Signorelli spent a
great deal of time researching answers to his own questions about brands and stories. . And what
he found was something that provided him with a surprisingly different perspective about
marketing than the one the had been holding onto throughout his 35-year marketing career.
Specifically, what he discovered was how marketing can fully capitalize on the logic of story.
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Reviews
This created publication is wonderful. it absolutely was writtern extremely completely and beneficial. I discovered this publication from my dad and i
encouraged this publication to discover.
-- K r istina K shler in DDS
The publication is simple in go through preferable to fully grasp. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. It is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Mr s. Josia ne Collins
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